Mass Grave Sites Being Planned in the US?
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Normally the following email would sound absurd, but with the recent video footage of over
500,000 plastic coffins in Georgia, suddenly the following sounds possible. As always, rely on
the Spirit of the Lord to know how to prepare for what Bishop Koyle said is coming.

June 23, 2008 David
Hi Steve;
A few months ago my wife and I alerted some friends of the coming food crisis and told them to
get stocked up immediately and we would fill them in on details later! Thank the Lord they did!
When they finally had the chance to visit us they shared some information that a close relative
had shared with them. The FED had contacted a local municipality (a city of about 60,000) and
ordered them to find a suitable location for mass graves. This relative works in the department
that received the order and personally read it. A couple of weeks ago my wife started to see
signs on this municipalities bus service saying, 'Pandemic flu, what will you do?' With Alex
Jones running stories on the coffins down south I thought I should share this with you. I am sure
that many other municipalities have received this as well.
Time is certainly accelerating and in my spirit there is an urgency I have never felt before. Share
this information if you feel it is timely and useful. My question for those who do not see the need
to prepare is this, 'If the FED is prepping for this don't you think you should be too?'
Personal note: I am a pastor of a small church. I have been urging not only my own people but
anyone who will listen to prepare! Let me just tell you, this is not a message that is well
received. I have had people leave fellowship, lost close brothers in the ministry and have been
called every name in the book (by 'Christians' ) because I am pointing to the Word of the Living
God and telling them to be watchful! IMHO, we are not seeing the 'signs of the times,' but living
in the 'times of the signs.'
Be encouraged in the mighty name of Jesus!
David

Alex Jones video clip of the 500,000 plastic coffins in Georgia
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